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Executive Summary
In June of 2017, the Charlotte Department of
Transportation (CDOT) presented findings from the
Uptown Connects study to Charlotte City Council.
This study identified challenges of bicycling in
Uptown Charlotte and outlined recommendations and
opportunities for improving the bicycle network. One of
the highlights from this study is the implementation of
the 5th/6th Street Protected Bicycle Lane. This protected
bicycle lane will connect the Cross Charlotte Trail
(XCLT) on the southeast and Irwin Creek Greenway
on the northwest to neighborhoods, thousands of
jobs, residents, and improves transportation choices.

Street protected bicycle
lane.
Based on survey
results, City staff
found that 87%
of bicyclists said
they felt safer
traveling in the
protected bicycle lane
and 80% said they were

Sustain Charlotte, in preparation for its annual
Biketoberfest event, reached out to City staff to
determine the possibility of
implementing a pilot project
for the 5th/6th protected bicycle
facility during Biketoberfest.
The lane was to be closed for
two years starting in early
November for renovations of
the Carolina Theater and hotel
construction at the corner of
North Tryon Street. As such,
City staff recognized this as
the only opportunity to test the
bicycle lane project for some time.
On October 9th, CDOT staff presented a plan to
Charlotte City Council to test the protected bicycle lane
as a demonstration project. The City, in partnership
with Sustain Charlotte and Charlotte Center City
Partners, sponsored a one-week demonstration project
from October 22-29, beginning on the same date as
Sustain Charlotte's third annual Biketoberfest event.
In cooperation with those partners, the City obtained
data about how the bicycle lane was used, the impacts
of the protected bicycle lane on motorist traffic, and
feedback from businesses and residents adjacent to the
route. During the demonstration project, staff collected
data and monitored the demonstration project in order
to evaluate the impacts of the demonstration project
on motorists and cyclists and identify issues that coudl
be caused by the permanent installation of the 5th/6th
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able to travel faster across Three key findings emerged from this demonstration
Uptown
Charlotte. project:
According to those
• With two outbound travel lanes and improved
who
walked
signal timing, traffic can be processed along this
along the route,
route without significant impacts to congestion
the
majority
and travel times. After several adjustments were
indicated that the
made to the route, traffic conditions on Thursday
level of safety was
and Friday were nearly normal. These conditions
either
unchanged
were consistent the preliminarhy design concepts
or
improved
for
for the permanent installation of the 5th/6th Street
pedestrians (70%), and
protected bicycle lane.
67% said that travel times
were unchanged. However, the majority of motorists
• 5th and 6th Streets remain important routes for
(65%) said that travel times were slower, and 46% said
commuters - traffic count data show that traffic
that they felt less safe.
volume along the route remained consistent
throughout the week, even with significantly
Although higher levels of congestion were observed
increased travel times on Monday and Tuesday.
earlier in the week, congestion significantly improved
throughout the week with no decrease in traffic
volume along the demonstration project route. This
improvement is partly attributed to adjustments that
were made to signal timing on Wednesday and the
removal of a lane closure on Thursday. The adjustments
created conditions for drivers that will be consistent
with the permanent installation. There were also zero
crashes associated with the demonstration project
throughout the week.

•

The perception of safety on the route was improved
for bicyclists with no adverse impacts to drivers.
The vast majority of bicyclists perceived the
protected bicycle lane as a safer and faster way
to cross Uptown. A plurality of drivers indicated
that the facility made them feel less safe, however,
there were no reported crashes associated with
the demonstration project during the course of
the week.

The observations from this test of the 5th/6th Street
Protected Bicycle Lane indicate that the permanent
installation will have a positive impact on bicyclists in

Oneway bicycle

Two-way
bicycle lane

Oneway bicycle

Connection to
Connection to
Irwin Creek

Little Sugar Creek Greenway
LYNX Blue Line and
Charlotte Rail Trail

and Cross Charlotte Trail
(closed 10/23-10/27)
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BACKGROUND
In August of 2017, Sustain Charlotte approached the City
of Charlotte Department of Transportation (CDOT)
and Charlotte Center City Partners (CCCP) about an
opportunity to test a bicycle facility that was identified
during the City’s Uptown Connects study (2017). Their
proposal was to incorporate a demonstration of the
5th/6th Street protected bicycle lane into their annual
Biketoberfest event - an event to demonstrate the ease
of getting around Charlotte without a vehicle.
The City and CCCP agreed to participate as partners
in developing the project. The City coordinated the
logistics and interdepartmental review processes,
Sustain Charlotte led the volunteer coordination effort,
and CCCP led the public outreach and marketing
efforts.
From October 22-29, the project was implemented as a
one-way separated bicycle lane demonstration project
along a portion of West 5th Street and East and West
6th Streets in Uptown Charlotte from North McDowell
Street to North Irwin Avenue, including two-way
operation from North Pine Street to the LYNX Blue
Line rail trail.
The planning and implementation of the project was the
result of several factors outlined below:

PROJECT TIMELINE
June
Uptown Connects Study
complete

June 12

Oct
October 22

Biketoberfest 2017

Demonstration Project
October 23-28
Traffic Data Collection

Nov
Online survey open for public
feedback

November 1-21

1. The Uptown Connects study
Dec

2. Sustain Charlotte’s Biketoberfest event
3. The limitation of opportunities to test a potential
permanent project due to the Carolina Theatre’s
construction schedule
During the project, staff collected data to determine the
transportation impacts of converting a vehicular travel
lane into a bicycle facility.
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Uptown Connects Study

Biketoberfest 2017 Relationship

The concept for the project was initially identified in
the Uptown Connects study conducted by the Charlotte
Department of Transportation earlier in 2017. The
study identifies the challenges of bicycling in Uptown
Charlotte and provides several recommendations to
make cycling safe and more comfortable. Two primary
recommendations generated from the study include:

Biketoberfest is an annual event intended to show
people how easy it is to get around Charlotte without
driving. Participants are provided with a Biketoberfest
Passport, in which they collect stamps at participating
destinations throughout Charlotte. The stamps are
then used as raffle entries at an event. For this year's
event, Sustain Charlotte contacted the City about using
Biketoberfest as an opportunity to test the 5th/6th Street
project identified in the Uptown Connects study.

1. Implementation of the Belk Greenway Connector
2. Implementation of the 5th/6th Street Protected
Bicycle Lane.
In addition to identifying routes, the study included
traffic modeling to determine the potential impact
of the routes on vehicular traffic. Notably, the 5th/6th
Street route was shown to operate successfully with the
reduction of one lane of traffic to accommodate cyclists.
The proposal for the permanent installation of the
5th/6th Street project is a two-way protected bicycle
facility that connects the Cross Charlotte Trail
(XCLT) on the southeast and Irwin Creek Greenway
on the northwest to neighborhoods, thousands of
jobs, residents, and improves transportation choices.
The design process for the permanent protected
bicycle lane is expected to begin in winter 2018, and
construction is currently unfunded.

Carolina Theatre Construction
At the time the demonstration project was planned,
construction was scheduled to begin on the Carolina
Theatre high rise in November 2017. Their construction
permits allowed for a tower crane to be placed on East
6th Street adjacent to the theater, resulting in a lane
closure for approximately two years. In
order to implement the demonstration
project, it was necessary to do so prior
to the Carolina Theatre’s lane closure.

Photos courtesy of
Sustain Charlotte.
Photographs by
Ashley Roberts Photography
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DESIGN
A number of factors influenced the design of the
demonstration route. There were approval processes
that affected the implementation of the route as a whole
along with available and approved materials. The key
design goals were to:

East 7th Street. Utilizing these streets as part of the
demonstration project connects 5th and 6th Streets to
the Little Sugar Creek Greenway. Because the preferred
route included two state-maintained streets, NCDOT’s
approval was needed to allow for a lane closure on each
street to accommodate the demonstration project.
1. Create a functional route
NCDOT approved the temporary facility to operate
2. Create a route that improved safety and comfort on weekends, but not on weekdays. This section of the
for bicyclists
route that connects Little Sugar Creek Greenway with
3. Create a sense of place using temporary materials the rest of the route is marked by number 6 in Map 1,
below.

Route Options

The collaborative efforts of both the City and NCDOT
approval processes resulted in a project that met the
intent of the original request (connecting the two
greenways), including a partial two-way facility during
the weekend days, but that was reduced in length and
functionality during the week.

Sustain Charlotte’s original request was to design the
route as a two-way protected facility for its entire twomile length. However, the City was not comfortable with
a two-way operation for the entire length due to the lack
of signalization for the counter-flow bicycle traffic at the
LYNX Blue Line and at busy signalized intersections
such as North Graham Street. So, as a compromise, the Materials
City agreed to allow two-way operations for bicyclists
In order to design a facility that was safe and
on 6th Street between North Pine Street and the LYNX
comfortable for bicyclists while creating a better sense
Blue Line rail trail. This two-way section is marked by
of place, different materials were used to accomplish
number 2 in Map 1, below.
specific effects. Creating vertical separation from
Another factor that influenced the design of the project traffic and better awareness of potential conflict zones
was the input and approval of the North Carolina was considered a high priority for a successful project.
Department of Transportation (NCDOT). Sustain Since the facility was temporary in nature, materials
Charlotte's preferred route included two streets that were selected that were easy to install and remove upon
are controlled by NCDOT, North McDowell and completion.
1
Oneway bicycle

2
Two-way
bicycle lane

4

5

Connection to

LYNX Blue Line and

Irwin Creek

Charlotte Rail Trail

Map 1: Demonstration Project Route

Legend
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3
Oneway bicycle

6
Connection to
Little Sugar Creek
Greenway and Cross

A bicycle facility that increased safety and comfort
of bicyclists was accomplished by using temporary
materials to create physical separation of bicycles from
traffic, including the following:

Hay bales, traffic
cones, and
planters line

1. Approximately five-hundred (500) traffic cones
(42” tall) were used along the entire route to
provide vertical separation from motorists.
All driveways and side streets along the route
remained open, and the traffic cones were placed
to create a smaller turning radius to encourage
slower speeds for turning motorists. This traffic
cone placement also prevented motorists from
turning into the bicycle facility and guided drivers
into proper travel lanes.
2. Hay bales were used to create an additional buffer
for bicyclists between North Caldwell Street and
North Smith Street. The 120 bales were placed
just inside of the lane markings, allowing about
10 to 12 feet of space for cyclists along the route,
depending on the width of the lane.
3. In the two-way section between North Pine Street
and the LYNX Blue Line rail trail, plants were used
as an additional barrier. The City of Charlotte
supplied approximately 150 three-gallon shrubs
and the Mecklenburg County Park & Recreation
Department supplied 20 fifteen-gallon trees.

Yellow spray
chalk marking
separation

Conflict zones were highlighted by creating temporary
“bicycle crosswalks” at driveways and at key intersections
in the two-way section of the demonstration project.
•

Green tempera paint was used and installed with
a stencil

•

White duct tape (two strips) marked the edges to
create a more realistic effect.

•

Yellow “spray chalk” was used to install a yellow
“mini-skip” line to delineate each direction of
travel for cyclists on the two-way section of the
project

•

CDOT printed plastic signs to attach to cones to
indicate how traffic should operate

•

Sustain Charlotte recruited artists to add chalk art
to the route
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One-Way Protected Bicycle
Lane

separation, providing a 12-foot one-way separated
bicycle lane, leaving two lanes for motorists.

The demonstration project was designed primarily as Within the second onea one-way protected bicycle lane along the following way section, from
North Pine Street
sections (reference Map 1 on Page 8)
to East 5th Street,
• East 7th Street, from the terminus of Little Sugar the same cross
Creek Greenway to North McDowell Street
section
was
• North McDowell Street, from East 7th Street to maintained, with
the southernmost
East 6th Street.
lane of East 6th Street
• East 6th Street, from North McDowell Street to
dedicated to a bicycle
the LYNX Blue Line
lane and the remaining One-way bicycle
• West 6th Street, from North Pine Street to West two lanes reserved for
5th Street
motorists. However, between North Smith Street and
• West 5th Street, from West 6th Street to Irwin West 5th Street, the right, outbound lane was initially
Avenue
tapered to merge with the center lane in order to set up
temporary bicycle lane on West 5th Street. On West
Along the eastern portion of the route, from McDowell the
th
Street to the LYNX Blue Line, the facility was located in 5 Street, the facility switched to the north side of the
the southernmost travel lane, which is approximately 12 street, using the northernmost outbound travel lane
feet wide. Within this section of the route, traffic cones (see Figure 1 below).
were placed just inside the lane markings for vertical

Bicycle

Vehicular

Lane Closed
(CDOT)

Photo courtesy of Sustain Charlotte.
Photograph by Ashley Roberts Photography

Orange
Traffic Cones

Figure 1: One-way bicycle lane transition at the intersection of 6th Street and 5th Street.
The westbound one-way bicycle lane transitioned from the southern lane of West 6th Street to the northern lane of West 5th Street.
Imagery from Google Earth
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Two-Way Protected Bicycle lane
As with the one-way sections, the far left lane of 6th Street
was used to create a two-way protected bicycle lane,
providing a space for cyclists to travel in both directions
between North Pine Street and the LYNX Blue Line rail
trail, as shown in Map 1 on page 8. The cross-section of
the two-way protected bicycle lane is shown in Figure
2 below. As mentioned previously, a combination of
traffic cones, plants, and hay bales were used along this
section to provide additional protection for cyclists, and
to improve safety and comfort in addition to creating a
better sense of place along the demonstration project.
Yellow spray chalk was used to mark the center line of
the two-way bicycle lane (shown in the image to the
right) and arrows were drawn to indicate the proper
direction of travel.

6th Street two-way cycletrack
Photo courtesy of Sustain Charlotte.
Photograph by Ashley Roberts Photography

WIDTH

4'

4'

2'

10'

10'

Figure 2: 6th Street two-way proteected bicycle lane cross-section from Uptown Connects Study
During the demonstration project, only the section of bicycle lane between the LYNX Light Rail Line and North Pine Street followed this
design. The rest of the protected bicycle lane demonstration project route was designed as a one-way bicycle lane, instead of two-way.
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Intersections
A protected bicycle facility creates a generally car-free
place for bicyclists, but the locations where cars cross
the path of cyclists are key points of potential conflict.
In order to address these conflict zones, traffic cones
and signs were placed to encourage good behavior from
both drivers and bicyclists while creating a safe and more
comfortable bicycling environment. At intersections,
the following temporary adjustments were made to
traffic patterns:
•

Cones were strategically placed to reduce turning
radii and encourage slower speeds among motorists
(see Figure 3 below). On both sides of each
intersection and at driveways, one cone was placed
in the center of the facility to discourage motorists
from turning into the bicycle lane.

•

Green tempera paint and two strips of white duct
tape were used at intersections and driveways to
mark crosswalks for cyclists. This increased the
visibility of the bicycle lane and served as a reminder
to motorists and bicyclists to be cautious of each
other.

Intersection of 6th Street at Church Street. "Use Ped Signal" signs
directed bicyclists to cross with pedestrian signals.

Yellow Spray Chalk

Bicycle Crosswalk

Orange Traffic Cones

Figure 3: Green tempera paint, traffic cones, and yellow spray chalk were used to increase visibility of bicyclists,
mark separation between bicyclists and vehicles, and mark separation between the two-way bicycle lane
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•

•

At signalized intersections, cyclists were instructed
to proceed through the intersection at the same
time as pedestrians, by using the pedestrian
signals instead of normal traffic signals (see sign
in Figure 4a). The signal timing along the route
is programmed with leading pedestrian intervals
(LPIs) which gives pedestrians an extra three
seconds to start crossing the intersection before
vehicles can start moving. Under normal conditions
(without the demonstration project in place), LPIs
increase the visibility of pedestrians and establish
priority for pedestrians crossing the intersections.
Allowing cyclists to use pedestrian signals with
LPIs extended them the same benefits of increased
priority and visibility at intersections.
Drivers turning across the bicycle lane at
signalized intersections were instructed to yield
to bicyclists using temporary signage in Figure 4b.
At unsignalized intersections, the sign in Figure 4c
instructed drivers to yield to cyclists. For motorists
continuing straight through an intersection, a "Keep
Right" sign (see Figure 4d) was used to indicate that
they should stay on the right of the bicycle lane.

4a. Sign directing
bicyclists to use
pedestrian signals

4b. Sign directing
motorists to yield to
bicyclists at signalized
intersections

4c. Sign directing
motorists to yield to
bicyclists at
unsignalized
intersections

4d. "Keep Right" signs
located at intersections
and driveways

The above signage was used to direct cars to yield to bicyclists in

Figure 4. Signage

5 th /6 th Street Protected Bicycle Lane Demonstration Project
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Evaluation Tools & Analysis
In order to understand the impacts of the protected
bicycle lane on the local transportation network,
CDOT collected data to measure traffic congestion,
volume, speed, and crashes along with bicycle counts
and parking data.

through surveys and along the entire demonstration
project route. Data was collected based on the schedule
in Table 1.
A more detailed analysis can be found in Appendix A.

The data below are presented “as-is,” and should be
evaluated collectively, rather than based on the result of
any one element. For data obtained at specific locations,
such as bicycle counts and speed data, the locations
are indicated in Map 2 below. Other data was collected

Data
22
Traffic Congestion
Traffic Counts

Traffic Speed

Bicycle Counts
Crashes & Safety

Parking Data


23




24










Date (October)
25 26 27


















Table 1. Dates and type of data collection
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Traffic Congestion
Comparing average travel times with and without the
bicycle lane demonstration project in place provides an
understanding of how congestion changed throughout
the week. Using travel time data from INRIX, CDOT
determined the amount of time to drive on 6th Street
and 5th Street, from North McDowell Street to the
I-77 bridge, both before and during the event.
The average travel time to drive the 6th Street
and 5th Street corridor during off-peak traffic
is approximately five minutes. Because the data
received is based on averages, it is likely that
individuals may have experienced either higher or
lower real world travel times.
The average travel time during each day of the
demonstration project (October 23-27) generally stayed
within two minutes of average travel times observed in
September except during evening rush hour from 5:007:00 pm.
Evening congestion was significantly worse than average
on Monday and Tuesday, and it improved as the week
progressed. The improvement was a result of changes in
signal timing and re-opening the second outbound lane
on West 5th Street.
On a typical week, the route maintains three travel lanes
for vehicles through most of uptown, dropping the lefthand lane at North Graham Street and maintaining two
travel lanes outbound to the I-77 on-ramp. As described
earlier in this report, the design included the removal of
an additional lane on West 5th Street, allowing only one
travel lane to process the traffic.
A summary description of each day is provided below,
and a detailed day-by-day analysis is available in
Appendix A.

Monday, October 23rd
The demonstration project was set up on Saturday and
Sunday, and Monday was the first time many commuters
saw the changes.
Typical Monday morning rush hour traffic (from 7:00
am to 9:00 am) increases the average travel time from
5 minutes to approximately 6 minutes. During the

Congestion along
6th Street on Tuesday,
October 24th

demonstration project, the
change resulted in average
travel times above 7 minutes
and sometimes exceeding 8
minutes - a change of 1 to 2
minutes.
Typical Monday evening rush hour traffic (from 5:00
pm to 7:00 pm) increases the average travel time from
5 minutes to approximately 6 minutes. During the
demonstration project, the change in average travel
time was significantly higher than normal, increasing
typical average travel times generally above 10 minutes,
and exceeded 15 minutes for a short period - a change
of 4 to 12 minutes.
The primary factors attributed to the significant increase
in average travel time in the evening were: 1) the change
to a single travel lane on West 5th Street, and 2) a heavy
thunderstorm between 5:00pm and 6:00 pm Monday
evening. The storm caused multiple issues including
high winds, poor visibility, and heavy rains with flash
flooding that washed plants and cones into vehicular
travel lanes.

Tuesday, October 24th
On Tuesday, average travel times were also higher than
normal at peak travel times. CDOT staff also began to
adjust signal timings in order to alleviate congestion
along the demonstration project route.
Typical Tuesday morning rush hour traffic (from 7:00
am to 9:00 am) increases the average travel time from
5 minutes to approximately 6 minutes. During the
demonstration project, the change resulted in average
travel times at 6.5 to 7 minutes - a change of 30 seconds
to 1 minute.
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Typical Tuesday evening rush hour traffic (from 5:00
pm to 7:00 pm) increases the average travel time from
5 minutes to approximately 7 minutes. During the
demonstration project, the change in average travel
time was significantly higher than normal, increasing
typical average travel times generally above 10 minutes,
and exceeded 14 minutes for a short period - a change
of 3 to 8 minutes.

Typical Thursday morning rush hour traffic (from 7:00
am to 9:00 am) increases the average travel time from
5 minutes to approximately 6 minutes. During the
demonstration project, there was no significant change
in average travel times.

On Wednesday, average travel times were slightly
higher than normal at peak travel times. CDOT staff
made additional changes to signal timing patterns in
the evening in order to alleviate congestion, notably at
the intersection of West 6th Street & West 5th Street as
well as the intersection of West 5th Street & North Cedar
Street.

The primary factor attributed to the improved average
travel times in the evening was the restoration of the
second travel lane on West 5th Street in combination with
the signal timing changes that were maintained from
Tuesday and Wednesday. These changes demonstrate
the need for two travel lanes along this route throughout
Uptown.

Typical Wednesday morning rush hour traffic (from
7:00 am to 9:00 am) increases the average travel time
from 5 minutes to approximately 6 minutes. During the
demonstration project, the change resulted in average
travel times at 6.5 to 7 minutes - a change of 30 seconds
to 1 minute.

Friday, October 27th

Typical Thursday evening rush hour traffic (from 5:00
pm to 7:00 pm) increases the average travel time from
5 minutes to approximately 6 minutes. During the
The primary factor attributed to the significant increase demonstration project, the change in average travel
in average travel time in the evening was the continued time was slightly higher than normal, increasing typical
average travel times to 6.5 minutes and exceeded 7
reduction to a single travel lane on West 5th Street.
minutes for a short period - a change of 30 seconds to
Wednesday, October 25th
1 minute.

On Friday, average travel times were consistent with
typical Thursdays during peak travel times.

Typical Friday morning rush hour traffic (from 7:00
am to 9:00 am) increases the average travel time from
Typical Wednesday evening rush hour traffic (from 5 minutes to approximately 5.5 minutes. During the
5:00 pm to 7:00 pm) increases the average travel time demonstration project, there was no significant change
from 5 minutes to approximately 7 minutes. During in average travel time.
the demonstration project, the change in average travel
time was slightly higher than normal, increasing typical Typical Friday evening rush hour traffic (from 5:00
average travel times to 7.5 minutes exceeded 8 minutes pm to 7:00 pm) increases the average travel time from
5 minutes to approximately 5.5 minutes. During the
for a short period - a change of 1.5 to 2 minutes.
demonstration project, there was no significant increase
The primary factor attributed to the increase in average in average travel times.
travel time in the evening was the continued reduction
to a single travel lane on West 5th Street. However, the After 6 pm, there were noticeable increases in travel
signal timing changes on West 5th Street also resulted in times that were associated with a Charlotte Hornets
reduced congestion compared to Monday and Tuesday basketball game and other Friday evening nightlife
associated with a vibrant urban core.
evening.
The primary factor attributed to the consistent average
Thursday, October 26th
travel times was the continuation of the adjustments
On Thursday, average travel times were consistent with made on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.
typical Thursdays during peak travel times. CDOT staff
re-opened the second outbound travel lane on West 5th
Street in order to alleviate congestion.
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Traffic Counts & Speeds

With the demonstration project in place, weekday traffic
volumes ranged from 11,400 to 12,400, and the average
Throughout the week of the demonstration project, speeds were 30-33mph.
there were minimal changes in traffic volume and traffic
th
speeds (see Figure 7 below). A more detailed analysis East 6 Street
can be found in Appendix A.
Traffic volumes on East 6th Street also remained the
same, ranging from 4,500 to 5,000 under normal
conditions, with speeds at 36mph.

West 5th Street

Under normal conditions, average weekday traffic
volumes on West 5th Street range from 12,100 to 12,300 During the demonstration project, traffic volumes 4,200
vehicles per day, and average speeds were 32-33mph to 4,800 during the demonstration project and speeds
ranged from 32-34mph.
(with a 30 mph posted speed limit).

TRAFFIC VOLUME ON 5TH & 6TH STREETS
(10/17 - 10/28)

Traffic Volume
15,000
12,000

West
th
5 Street

9,000
6,000
3,000
0

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

Sat

Sun

Demonstration Project
5,000
4,000

East
th
6 Street

3,000
2,000
1,000
0

Wed

Thu

Weekdays

Fri

Sat

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Weekends

Figure 7. Traffic volumes on 5th Street east of Clarkson Street, and 6th Street east of Alexander Street
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Bicycle Counts
In order to better understand bicycle use and cyclist eastern part of the route. Proximity to the LYNX Blue
behavior, bicycle counts were conducted in multiple Line and the Charlotte Rail Trail may have produced
locations along the route (see Map 2 below).
a higher number of riders coming from public transit
stops closer to the center of the city.
This information indicates that the highest usage was
along the center part of the route, followed by the far

BICYCLE COUNTS

Wed: 51

E 7th St

2

1

3

Thu: 67

4

W 5 St

Map 2: Total Bicycle Counts from Wednesday, October 25th and Thursday, October 26th

Crashes
There was only one crash along the demonstration
project route throughout the duration of the project.
However, the crash did not involve motorists traveling
along the demonstration project route, but rather
occurred on North Church Street where it intersects
with West 6th Street. A map and additional analysis are
available in Appendix A.

Parking
During the week of the demonstration project,
105 on-street time-restricted parking spaces
were closed along 5th and 6th Streets. These
parking spaces are typically only open during
off-peak times, such as on weekends and during
weekday business hours. According to 2016 data
from Park-It!, these parking spaces generated almost
$43,000 in annual revenue.
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Congestion along 6th
Street on Tuesday,
October 24th

McDowell St

Graham St

th

College St

Wed: 27

Wed: 47

Wed: 46

Public Input
In addition to the above data, City staff maintained
records of complaints, compliments, and suggestions
from e-mails and phone calls to CharMeck 311, 911, the
City Manager's Office, CDOT, City Council members,
the Mayor, Charlotte Center City Partners (CCCP), and
Sustain Charlotte.

CCCP also conducted a survey of residents, property
management companies, and businesses along the route
from October 31 through November 21, and provided
the results of that survey to CDOT staff. A summary of
feedback is provided below, and a more detailed analysis
is available in Appendix A.

Survey Results
Percent of survey respondents who used each mode of transportation along 5th/6th Street

Bicyclists

29%

Motorists

73%

32%

live or
work in
Uptown
Charlotte

84%

Cyclist Comfort Level
Non-Cyclists

Cyclists
Strong &
Fearless

2.1%

13.1%

12.5%

Enthused &
Confident

54.7%

40.5%

Interested but
Concerned

30.7%

44.9%

No Way,
No How

Cyclists
thought...

87%

said they felt

more safe

1.5%

Motorists
thought...

46%
said they felt

less safe

(32% said it was unchanged)

80%
said travel times were

faster

75%

Pedestrians

65%
said travel times were

slower

agree it's
important
to have

diversity in
transportation
options
into and out of
Uptown Charlotte

Pedestrians
thought...

39%

said they felt

more safe
(30% said it was unchanged)

67%
said travel times were

unchanged
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Conclusions

Bicyclists on 6th Street
during Biketoberfest

The 5th and 6th Street demonstration project
was an opportunity to test the impacts of
removing a travel lane and parking lane to
install a cycletrack in Uptown Charlotte. The
project allowed the City to collect data, and analyze
its impacts to the transportation system throughout
Uptown. This section summarizes key takeaways and
considerations for future demonstration projects.

Key Findings
•

Traffic can be processed without significant impacts
to congestion and travel times
The reduction of the travel lane on 5th Street resulted
in significant congestion and travel time delays along
both 5th and 6th Streets on Monday and Tuesday. •
However, on Wednesday after making adjustments
to traffic signal timing and lane configuration,
congestion was reduced and travel times improved.
On Thursday and Friday, opening the second lane
on Fifth Street resulted in nearly normal travel
conditions when compared to September weekday
averages.

•

5th and 6th Street remain an important route for
commuters

on 5th Street, along with adjusted signal timings,
reflect conditions that are similar to the conditions
motorists can expect of the permanent installation.
The perception of safety on the route was improved
for bicyclists with no adverse impacts to drivers
The post-project survey indicates that bicyclists
perceived the bicycle lane as a safer and faster way to
cross Uptown. While a plurality of drivers indicated
that the facility made them feel less safe, during the
course of the week there were no reported crashes
associated with the demonstration project.

Considerations for
Future Projects

Traffic count data show that the volume of traffic
on the route remained consistent throughout the •
week. Even with the increased travel time during the
first half of the week, drivers continued to use the
same routes to enter and exit Uptown. Early in the
week, congestion resulted in additional travel time
for drivers, especially those who use the parking
decks that are accessed from 6th Street. Since there
are several parking decks that only have access to
6th Street, some commuters cannot divert to other
streets. However, as noted above, adjustments to the
project resulted in normal traffic patterns by the end
of the week. The presence of two westbound lanes

Carefully choose temporary materials
Staff and volunteers used a combination of duct tape
and green tempera paint to mark crosswalks for the
bicycle lanes. Yellow markings were used to delineate
the center of the two-way facility and were marked
with yellow spray chalk. Each of these materials
were easy to apply and remove. Notably, the rain on
Monday removed all of the paint and some of the
tape. While some of the crosswalks were reapplied,
staff removed the tape and a street sweeper/cleaner

Photos courtesy of Sustain Charlotte. Photographs by Ashley Roberts Photography
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(with water) cleaned up the tempera paint and
debris from the plants and hay bales. The spray
chalk, however, takes several months to fade away
naturally. In the future, using a 2” roller to apply
yellow tempera paint is recommended.
•

Traffic cones
knocked over

Emphasize maintenance of the temporary facility
Staff monitored the project three to four
times daily. These site visits turned out to be
important not only to monitor the impacts
of the project first-hand, but to reset
traffic cones that had been displaced
(shown in the images to the right). There
were several reasons that traffic cones got
misplaced – notably wind, rain, and people or
bicycles running into the cones and plants.
Traffic cones at the intersections were particularly
likely to have been displaced as motorists adjusted to
the tighter turning radii. With the storms on October
22, the combination of high winds and water on the
road also moved traffic cones into vehicle travel
lanes and knocked over many of the plants. In some
cases, though, traffic camera feeds and reports from •
residents indicate that some motorists would get out
of their cars to move the cones from the lane so that
they could drive in the lane.
Additionally, the street sweeper
trucks that regularly clean
Charlotte's streets were not
able to access the lane

Vehicles parked
or traveling in
bike lanes

because of the vertical elements in place, separating
the facility from moving traffic. As a result, the
street sweeper trucks were unable to clean the
lane and debris such as leaves, trash, and dirt also
accumulated in the bicycle lane.
Emphasize public outreach and awareness
Throughout the week, a significant number of
pedestrians used the facility, and drivers and delivery
trucks frequently moved cones to access the lane. The
presence of vehicles and pedestrians within bicycle
lanes can increase the risk of crashes and subsequent
injuries to bicyclists and pedestrians. After a review
of video footage, staff found in most cases the
sidewalks were neither obstructed nor crowded
enough to warrant pedestrians walking in the
bicycle lanes. In addition to those using the
bicycle lane as a sidewalk, many pedestrians
used the bicycle lane as a “second curb” to cross
the road or wait for pickup. In a few situations, taxis
and delivery trucks also used the bicycle lane as a
pick-up and drop off location, obstructing the path
of bicyclists using the lanes. Public outreach was
an important part of the planning process for this
project; however, in a dense urban environment
it may not be possible to reach everyone. Future
projects should consider additional signage
along the route – ideally at every intersection
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– to explain the purpose of and increase awareness
for the project. In addition to increased signage,
it may also be beneficial to use lane markings to
deter motorists and pedestrians from moving into
the bicycle lane, and prevent any potential conflicts
within the bicycle lanes.

Recommendations for the
Uptown Connects Permanent
Project
•

Increased signage within the vicinity could alert
bicyclists to the demonstration project and increase
usage of the bicycle lane. In the post project survey,
several individuals noted that they were not aware
that the lanes were specifically blocked for a
demonstration project and that they would have
used it had they known about it.
•

An ongoing monitoring and maintenance plan is
essential
Throughout the demonstration project, staff noted
that a lot of trash and debris had made its way
into the bicycle lane. Several of the contributing
factors include the annual falling of leaves, storms
blowing debris into the bicycle lane, and landscape
maintenance crews blowing sidewalk debris into
the street.

There is some risk associated with leaving movable
objects in the roadway

These are all fairly common occurrences that
will need to be addressed once the permanent
bicycle lane is in place. City staff recognizes that
a maintenance plan is essential for the permanent
installation of the protected bicycle lane. This is
especially important considering the permanent
installation will have permanent barriers that could
prevent street sweeping vehicles from cleaning
these lanes. Furthermore, it will also be important
to consider other maintenance needs outside of
those identified through this project, such as deicing procedures throughout the winter months.

During the demonstration project, traffic cones, hay
bales, and a variety of plants were used to mark the
separation between vehicular travel lanes and the
bicycle lane. When used for demonstration projects,
these materials may be stolen or damaged by
vehicles, moved or knocked over. This is important
to remember for future demonstration projects, as
the City may not be able to recuperate the cost of
materials that are lost.
•

Debris that fell or
was blown into the
protected bicycle lane
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Connections to the greenways are important
In order to maximize the benefits of the route, clear
connections should be made to each greenway or
other bicycle facility. The route functioned well
for travel within Uptown, however many bicyclists
complained that the route would be better utilized
if it connected to the greenways and outside of the
I-77/I-277 loop.
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Appendix A - Data Methodology
any one element. For data obtained at specific locations,
such as bicycle counts and speed data, the locations
are indicated in Map 2 below. Other data was collected
through surveys and along the entire demonstration
project route. Data was collected based on the schedule
in Table 1.

In order to understand the impacts of the protected
bicycle lane on the transportation network, the City
collected data using several tools: travel time data to
measure congestion, traffic counts, a traffic speed study,
bicycle counts, crash reports, and parking data. Each of
these tools are routinely used to understand how people
travel along corridors in Charlotte.
The data below are presented “as-is,” and should be
evaluated collectively, rather than based on the result of

Data
22
Traffic Congestion
Traffic Counts

Traffic Speed

Bicycle Counts
Crashes & Safety

Parking Data
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Table 1. Dates and type of data collection

5th Street,
east of
Clarkson
Street

6th Street,
east of
Clarkson
Street

6th Street,
east of
College
Street

6th Street,
east of
Alexander
Street

2

3

4

1

Legend
Bicycle Counts

Vehicle Counts

Vehicle Speeds

Map 2: Bicycle and traffic counter locations

Legend
Demonstration Project Route
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One-Way Bike Lane
Two-Way Bike Lane

Turning Movements

Traffic Congestion
Methodology
Traffic congestion was monitored throughout the
demonstration project using several methods. Travel
time data for the corridor project was obtained from
INRIX, a company that specializes in traffic insights
and tranportation analytics. Traffic data from INRIX
is crowd-sourced from millions of connected vehicles,
commercial fleets, and mobile apps that rely on GPS
for their services. The data are gathered anonymously
in real time and processed and stored for historical
analyses. The data is used to update live traffic maps and
help motorists and public and private agencies make
informed decisions.
CDOT obtained data for the week of the demonstration
project along with speed and travel time data for
the month of September 2017 in order to compare
congestion before and during the week of the
demonstration project. Changes in travel times were
measured at at 5- and 15-minute intervals along the
entire demonstration project route. Average travel times
for each weekday from October 22-29 were compared
to the average travel times from the same weekdays
throughout the prior month. For example, travel times
for Monday, October 23 were compared to the average
travel times of every Monday in September 2017.

on Monday and Tuesday, and improved as the week
progressed. Evening congestion improved significantly
as the week progressed due to changes in signal timing
and re-opening the second outbound lane on West 5th
Street.
There are many factors that can affect traffic congestion
which create some complexity in understanding the
specific impacts of the bicycle lane demonstration
project. Some of the factors that affect congestion
include:
•

Construction and utility work, including
construction in the vicinity that could divert traffic;

•

Weather, especially heavy precipitation and wind;

•

Special events, such as basketball or football games;

•

Incidents (including crashes on parallel and
intersecting streets), which divert traffic;

•

Obstacles in the road that prevent cars from
moving, including vehicles blocking intersections
and pedestrians crossing the road; and

•

Traffic signals that are out-of-sync or provide
inadequate green time.

Staff monitored the route multiple times each day to
verify actual conditions via traffic observation cameras The following sections describe congestion by day,
and outline any special circumstances that could have
and site visits.
contributed to congestion, aside from the demonstration
Analysis
project.
Using information from INRIX, CDOT determined the
amount of time it took to travel along 6th Street and 5th
Street from one end of the demonstration project to the
other. Comparing the travel times with and without the
bicycle lane demonstration project in place provides
an understanding of how congestion increased and
decreased throughout the week.

The charts on the page 16 (Figure 5) show the total
change in average travel time in 15-minute intervals
along three segments of the demonstration project route
while the demonstration project was in place.

The data in Figure 5 represent the average additional
time to traqvel from one end of the project to the other
within a given period. Some people were traveling
Although there were a few notable instances when along the route across multiple 15-minute increments,
congestion was higher than normal, the average travel meaning their total additional travel time could have
times during the demonstration project generally stayed been longer than indicated on the chart.
within two minutes of the average travel times observed
in September. The greatest increases in congestion
were observed in the evenings from 5:00-7:00pm.
Congestion was worse earlier in the week, especially
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Monday, October 23rd
On Monday morning, travel times increased slightly
between 8:00 am and 10:00 am. For comparison, the
average travel time from September remained under 6
minutes to travel the entire corridor, while travel times
during the demonstration project mostly remained
above 7 minutes and sometimes exceeded 8 minutes on
Monday. Map 3 below shows that the most significant
back-ups occurred on 6th Street between McDowell
Street and Brevard Street.
Between 5:00 pm and 7:00 pm on Monday, travel times
were much higher than normal, reaching the highest
levels of any period during the week. Whereas the
average travel times from September ranged from 4 to
About 1.5" of rain fell between 5:00 pm and 6:00 pm
6 minutes, travel times along the demonstration project
th
consistently remained above 10 minutes, and even Tuesday, October 24
tripled normal travel times for short periods.
On Tuesday, travel times were also higher than normal
The primary factor attributed to the increase in travel at peak travel times, though the increases were not as
time was a heavy thunderstorm between 5:00pm and extreme as the changes from Monday. Between 7:006:00 pm Monday evening. The storm caused multiple 10:00 am, the maximum travel time remained under
issues including high winds, poor visibility, and heavy 6 minutes during September, but ranged from 6 to 8
rains with flash flooding that washed plants and cones minutes during the demonstration project. Between
5:00 pm and 6:30 pm, September’s average travel times
into vehicular travel lanes.
were between 5 and 7 minutes, while travel times during
the demonstration project ranged from 7 to 13 minutes
with travel times consistently exceeding 10 minutes.

Map 3: Monday morning congestion along 6th Street
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Map 4: Monday evening congestion along 6th Street

Changes in Average Travel Time (15 minute increments)
PM
Peak

AM
Peak

Day
1

3

5

7

9

11

1

3

5

7

9

11

10
8

Monday

6
4
2
0
10
8

Tuesday

6
4
2
0
10
8

Wednesday

6

CDOT adjusted traffic signal timing
for the PM peak

4
2
0
10
8

Thursday

6

CDOT reopened the second outbound
ravel lane on FIfth Street to vehicles

4
2
0
10
8

Friday

6
4
2
0

Figure 5. Changes in Average Travel Time.
These charts illustrate the additional delays experienced along the route of the demonstration project. They are shown in 15-minute
increments and can be interpreted as the additional amount of time it would take a motorist to travel along the route at that time.

Regarding possible contributing factors, CDOT staff
found several plants and cones within travel lanes
during the morning inspection, which could have been
blown into travel lanes from the previous night’s storm.

Congestion along 6th
Street on Tuesday,
October 24th

On Tuesday, CDOT staff began to adjust signal timings
in order to alleviate congestion along the demonstration
project route. Starting on Tuesday, more time was
given to motorists at East 6th Street and Brevard
Street in the mornings. Additional time was also
provided to motorists at the intersection of 6th
Street and North Tryon Street in the evenings.

Wednesday, October 25th
Throughout the day on Wednesday congestion and
travel times improved. Travel times on Wednesday
morning increased by 2.5 minutes or less and, in fact,
remained at or below September's averages for almost
half of the peak morning travel hours.
Starting on Wednesday, CDOT staff made two more
changes to signal timing patterns in the evening, at
the intersection of 6th Street and 5th Street as well as
the intersection of 5th Street and Cedar Street. On
Wednesday evening, travel times improved compared
to prior days but were still slightly higher than
September's averages between 5:00 and 7:00 pm. The
decrease in congestion can be seen in maps 5a, 5b, and
5c on the next page - where travel times on Monday and
Tuesday exceeded 2.5 times the September averages,
travel times on Wednesday remained between 1.1 and
1.9 times higher than September averages.
It is also worth noting that there was another small
spike in travel times from 9:00-10:00 pm on Wednesday.
These increased travel times were likely attributed
to a Charlotte Hornets basketball game that started
at 7:00 pm, which was held one block away from
the demonstration project at the Spectrum Center.
Although the number of attendees is unknown, the
increase in motorist and pedestrian activity within the
vicinity of the arena would likely increase travel times
within the area. Furthermore, there were no basketball
games during the month of September, which precludes
an accurate comparison of travel times during special
events. However, similar increases in travel times
were observed on Friday, October 27th after another
Charlotte Hornets game.

Thursday, October 26th
On Thursday, travel times continued to improve; average
travel times remained within 2 minutes of September's
average travel times throughout the day, marking a
significant improvement compared to travel times from
earlier in the week. Changes in peak evening travel
times can be observed in the maps on the next page,
with similar changes in travel time as those observed
on Wednesday.
While these improvements may partly be attributed
to changes in signal timing at several locations along
the route, an additional westbound vehicular lane
was opened so that there were two westbound travel
lanes between the intersection of West 6th Street and
North Graham Street, and the intersection of West
5th Street and Irwin Avenue. This is more reflective of
the conditions motorists will face with the permanent
installation.
After seeing this decrease in travel times, CDOT staff
also suspected that congestion improved due to lower
traffic volume. However, there was no significant change
in traffic volume throughout the week. This information
demonstrates that the permanent installation should
have minimal impacts on congestion and travel times
once motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians become
accustomed to new traffic patterns.
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Map 5a: Monday evening congestion

Map 5b: Tuesday evening congestion

Map 5c: Wednesday evening congestion
Maps 5a-5e:
Maps showing changes in travel times from
Monday through Friday (5pm-6pm)
Travel Time Index for Maps

Map 5d: Thursday evening congestion

0.0 - 1.0

1.7 - 1.9

1.1 - 1.4

2.0 - 2.4

1.5 -1.6

>2.5

Map 5e: Friday evening congestion

Friday, October 27th
Throughout the majority of the Friday, travel times
remained within one minute of September averages.
Travel times only exceeded the September averages by
more than two minutes on one occasion, from 10:0011:00 pm. As mentioned before, there was a second
basketball game hosted at the Spectrum Center on
Friday night which may have contributed to increased
travel times that evening.

Interpreting Travel Time Index
(Maps <5a-e>)
Under normal conditions, it takes between 4 and 6
minutes to travel from one end of the route to the other,
depending on the time of day. For the maps above, the
travel time indices reflect the percent change in travel
time along each section of the route. This means that:
With a travel time
index of...

...a 5-minute drive
would take...

1.0 or less

5 minutes

1.5

7.5 minutes

2.0

10 minutes

2.5 or more

12.5 minutes+
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Bicycle Counts
Methodology

Analysis

CDOT staff attempted to collect bicycle count data using
two methods. The first of these methods uses video
recordings that are analyzed using Miovision to count
the number of bicyclists passing a certain location.
CDOT staff also commonly uses this method to obtain
turning movement counts at intersections. Bicycle
counts using data from Miovision were obtained at four
locations on October 25 and 26. These locations are
indicated in Map 2 on page 14, as well as in Map 6 below.
At one location (6th Street at Graham Street, Location 2
in Map 6), bicycles were counted as part of the process
to calculate turning movements at the intersection. At
the remaining three locations, bicyclists were counted
at mid-block locations including:

Using mid-block cameras, bicycle counts were obtained
for Wednesday, October 25 and Thursday, October 26.
As shown in Map 6 below, 27 bicyclists were counted on
Wednesday traveling along the far western side of the
demonstration project route, at Location 1 on 5th Street;
32 bicyclists were counted at this location on Thursday.
At the far eastern side of the demonstration project
route (6th Street east of Alexander Street), 47 bicyclists
were counted on Wednesday and 67 bicyclists were
counted on Thursday. On 6th Street near College Street,
46 bicyclists were counted on Wednesday and 91 were
counted on Thursday.

Staff also obtained bicycle counts at the intersection
of 6th Street and North Graham Street on Wednesday,
• 5th Street east of Clarkson Street (Location 1 in Map October 25. A total of 51 cyclists traveled along 6th Street,
6 below),
through the intersection, on Wednesday, October 25,
th
• 6 Street east of Alexander Street (Location 3, Map compared to 11 bicyclsits the week on Wednesday,
6), and
October 18. A total of 81 bicyclists traveled along 6th
th
• 6 Street east of College Street (Location 4, Map 6). Street on Thursday, October 26, compared to 13 the
week before, on Thursday, October 19.
The second method for obtaining bicycle counts used
Eco-Counters with infrared sensors to count the This information demonstrates that the highest usage
number of bicyclists passing a certain location. These was along the center part of the route, followed by the far
eco-counters were in place from Tuesday, October 24 eastern part of the route. Proximity to the LYNX Blue
through Friday, October 27. However, the Eco-Counter Line and the Charlotte Rail Trail may have produced
data was unusable due to its inability to distinguish a higher number of riders coming from public transit
stops closer to the center of the city.
between bicyclists and pedestrians.

Wed: 51

E 7th St

2

1

3

Thu: 67

4

W 5 St

Map 6: Bike Counts from Wednesday, October 25th and Thursday, October 26th
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Wed: 27
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Bicycle Counts

Bicycle Counts

Figure 6. Hourly Bike Counts. The line graphs above show the total number of cyclists at each location, by hour.

The line graphs in Figure 6 above show the total number
Traffic Counts & Speeds
of cyclists using the lane, by hour. This data was obtained
at the locations with mid-block cameras on Wednesday, Methodology
October 25 and Thursday, October 26.
Traffic counts were also obtained at four locations
Along 6th Street, the most significant spike in bicyclists, along the route, using a variety of techniques including
on Thursday evening between 8pm and 9pm, can be turning movement counts, video camera analyses, and
partly attributed to bicyclists participating in a bike tube counters.
tour of the facility. Aside from that spike, 6th Street also
had higher numbers of bicyclists in the morning and Tube counters were placed at the each end of the
early afternoon on both Wednesday and Thursday. The demonstration project (Locations 1 & 4 on Map 2, page
volume of bicyclists on 5th Street is lower in comparison, 14). They were set up the week before the demonstration
but there was also a higher number of cyclists in the project on Wednesday, October 18, and remained in
early afternoon on Thursday, as well as between 5:00 pm place until after the demonstration project had been
completed on Sunday, October 29. This allowed City
and 6:00 pm on Wednesday.
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staff to compare conditions during the demonstration collected the prior week on Wednesday, October 18,
project to normal conditions, and measure whether and Thursday, October 19.
there were any significant changes in traffic throughout
Analysis
the week
Traffic counts were also obtained from the turning
movement count data at the intersection of 6th Street
and Graham Street (Location 2, Map 2), as well as
through video analysis at the remaining locations.
These counts were obtained using the methodology as
bicycle counts - a video recording was analyzed using
Miovision, which uses proprietary software to calculate
the number of vehicles passing through a specific
location. Traffic count data was collected during the
demonstration project on Wednesday, October 25, and
Thursday, October 26. For comparison, data was also

Throughout the week of the demonstration project,
there were minimal changes in traffic volume and
traffic speeds (see Figure 7 below). When reviewing
congestion and travel time data, CDOT staff considered
the possibility that traffic volumes decreased throughout
the week, which resulted in less congestion. However,
the volume of traffic remained the same throughout the
week. Furthermore, traffic volumes during peak hours
also remained the same.
At 5th Street east of Clarkson, traffic volumes remained
the same with and without the demonstration project in

Demonstration Project
15,000
12,000
9,000

5th Street,
east of
Clarkson

6,000
3,000
No Data

0

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

5,000
4,000

6th Street,
east of
Alexander

3,000
2,000
1,000
0

Weekdays

Weekends

Figure 7. Traffic volumes on 5th Street east of Clarkson Street, and 6th Street east of Alexander Street
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place. Under normal conditions, traffic volumes ranged
from 12,100-12,300 cars per day between October 18
and October 20, as shown in the charts below. With the
demonstration project in place, weekday traffic volumes
ranged from 11,400 to 12,400, but mostly remained
between 12,100 and 12,400, reflecting a similar volume
of traffic. Weekend traffic counts during normal
conditions were 7,300 on October 21, and ranged from
5,500 to 6,800 the during the demonstration project.
The tube counters at this location were damaged on
October 29 so data was not reported for that day.

At 6th Street, east of Alexander Street, the average
weekday speed during normal conditions was 36 mph,
while speeds during the demonstration project ranged
from 32-34mph.

Crashes
Methodology

Crash reports were obtained to help understand how
crashes in the surrounding area might have affected
traffic and impacted congestion throughout downtown
Charlotte, and especially along the demonstration
Traffic volumes at the location on 6th Street east of
project route.
Alexander Street also remained the same. Traffic
volumes ranged from 4,500 to 5,000 under normal Analysis
conditions, and ranged from 4,200 to 4,800 during the
There was only one crash along the demonstration
demonstration project.
project route throughout the duration of the project.
Changes in traffic speeds were also obtained using tube However, the crash did not involve motorists traveling
counters. Under normal conditions, the average speed along the demonstration project route, but rather
on weekdays ranged from 32-33mph, while average occurred on Church Street where it intersects with 6th
weekday speeds during the demonstration project Street.
ranged from 30-33mph. This marks a slight decrease
in speeds which is closer to the posted 30mph limit; Map 7 shows the location of the crash along the route,
however, the slower speeds were observed earlier in marked in orange, as well as other crashes that occurred
the week during inclement weather and travel speeds during the week of the demonstration project that could
have had an impact on congestion in the area.
returned to normal on Thursday and Friday.

Legend
5th/6th St.
Crashes

Map 7. Crashes during the week of the demonstration project
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For comparison, there were 7 crashes along the
demonstration project route throughout September
and October leading up to the beginning of the
demonstration project, averaging one crash per week.

project route. Another 16 individuals (1.8%) traveled by
transit and one person traveled by other means.

In addition to the above data, City staff maintained
records of complaints, compliments, and suggestions
from e-mails and phone calls to CharMeck 311, 911, the
City Manager's Office, CDOT, City Council members,
the Mayor, Charlotte Center City Partners (CCCP), and
Sustain Charlotte.

An individual's comfort level with cycling is typically
classified in the following ways:
• Strong and fearless
• Enthused and confident
• Interested, but concerned
• No way, no how

Over 75% of those who had traveled along the
demonstration project route either lived or worked in
Based on this data, and the lack of crashes related to Uptown Charlotte 1.
the demonstration project, it does not appear that
the modifications made for the protected bicycle lane The majority of the respondents (61.2%) traveled along
the route every day of the work week, and most traveled
demonstration project had an impact on crashes.
during morning and evening commute times (6:00-9:00
am, and 5:00-7:00 pm). 10.1% traveled along 5th or 6th
Public Input
Street all eight days that the demonstration project was
in place.
Methodology

CCCP also conducted a survey of residents, property
management companies, and businesses along the route
from October 31 through November 21, and provided
the results of that survey to CDOT staff.

These classifications were developed in 2006 and are
commonly used to understand cyclist habits. Among
those surveyed, 67.8% of cyclists (those who rode a
bike along the demonstration project route) felt at least
somewhat comfortable as a cyclist, saying they were
Analysis
"Enthused and confident" or "Strong and fearless."
In order to understand public opinion of the temporary Non-cyclists (those who did not report riding a bicycle
modifications, CDOT collected feedback from the along the demonstration project route) were more
aforementioned sources. Summaries of the findings are apprehensive about cycling, with over 85% saying they
provided below. Any comments included in this section are "Interested but concerned" about biking or that they
were not edited and, as such, may contain spelling and/ wouldn't feel comfortable at all ("No way, no how").
or grammatical errors.

Survey Demographics

Opinions on Travel Time & Congestion

Opinions regarding travel time and congestion received
CCCP distributed the survey, which was available mixed responses. Overall, people generally felt that travel
between October 31 and November 21. A total of 1,026 times were faster for bicyclists, slower for motorists, and
participants completed the survey.
unchanged for pedestrians. The commonality of those
opinions tends to be augmented among the groups who
Of those survey respondents, 917 (89.4%) had traveled by each different method. That's to say that
traveled along 5th or 6th Street during the week of the those who biked along the route were more likely to
demonstration project. 30.5% biked, including 121 say bicyclists traveled faster, and those who drove were
(13.1%) who exclusively bicycled along the route and did more likely to say that vehicular travel was slower.
not use any other forms of transportation. As for other
forms of transportation used, 77.0% drove, and 33.6%
either walked, ran, or jogged along the demonstration
1. Based on survey responses, ZIP codes for Uptown Charlotte included 28202, 28244, 28246, 28255, 28280, 28281, 28282, and 28284.
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Survey Results

5th/6th Street Protected Bicycle Lane Demonstration Project
Bicyclists

Motorists

73%

29%

Pedestrians

32%

75%
live or
work in
Uptown
Charlotte

Percent of survey respondents who used each mode of transportation along 5th/6th Street

Cyclist Comfort Level
Non-Cyclists

Cyclists
Strong &
Fearless

2.1%
12.5%

54.7%

Interested but
Concerned

40.5%
44.9%

Cyclists
thought...

No Way,
No How

agree it's
important
to have

13.1%

Enthused &
Confident

84%

30.7%

diversity in
transportation
options
into and out of
Uptown Charlotte

1.5%

Motorists
thought...

Pedestrians
thought...

87%

46%

39%

more safe

less safe

more safe

said they felt

80%

said travel
times were

faster

said they felt
(32.1% said it was unchanged)

65%

said travel
times were

slower

said they felt

(30.7% said it was unchanged)

67%

said travel
times were

unchanged
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Tuesday night traffic
on 6th Street

Bicyclists
Among bicyclists, the majority (80%) agreed that travel
times were faster. Fifteen percent said it was unchanged,
and 4% said it was slower.

"In these last few

There were not any comments specifically
days, I was forced to
sit in the parking garage
addressing travel times by bicycle, but the
for over an hour because
positive opinions regarding safety may be
there was a huge back up
attributed to dedicating a safe space for
on these streets and others that
blocked
movement. This is not
bicyclists to travel that prioritizes bicyclists
where I would like to be after an
over motorists. Bicyclists who wouldn't
exhausting day at work; stuck
Within
the
comments
typically feel comfortable riding with traffic
inside a concrete building
section, some individuals
full
of
car
fumes."
were no longer forced to weave through or wait
explained
the reasoning for
on pedestrian traffic on sidewalks. Furthermore,
- Robin
this. Many indicated that they
those who would typically ride in vehicular traffic
feel taking away a vehicular lane
were able to bypass backups along 5th and 6th Street,
increases
congestion
on roadways, which backed up
which could also improve travel times by bicycle.
into parking garages, with several indicating that it took
Motorists
them up to 35 minutes to exit parking garages. Some
also indicated that the presence of the demonstration
Among motorists who had traveled along the
project in front of parking garage exits, coupled with the
demonstration project route, 65% said that travel
inability to remain in the bicycle lanes and the need to
times were slower, while 22% said that travel times
be extra cautious of bicyclists, made entering and exiting
were unchanged and 10% said it was faster. About 3%
travel lanes more challenging and, therefore, more timeindicated that they "didn't know."
consuming.

Pedestrians
There was little impact on travel time for pedestrians;
most pedestrians (67%) reported that conditions
remained unchanged, while 16% said travel times were
faster, and 15% said that travel times were slower.

"I think the demo showed the bike
lane is not going to hinder normal
traffic. CLT should move quickly to
construct more bike friendly lanes."
-Bicyclist/motorist
(from survey)

Opinions on Safety

"If there is a bike lane
here, that will be one
more group of pedestrians
that motorists will have to be
Opinions regarding safety were more mixed
vigilant about and it seems like
than opinions on travel times and congestion.
an accident waiting to happen.
Also, it's already difficult pulling
Generally, most individuals thought it was
out of the garage into traffic, so this
safer for bicyclists. Most motorists said they
would slow it down even more and
cause a potentially huge backfelt less safe, and pedestrians mostly seemed to
up in the parking garage."

be unaffected in regard to safety.

-Motorist
(from survey)

Thursday night
traffic on 6th Street
at 5:30 pm

Bicyclists
Most bicyclists who traveled along the demonstration
project route (87%) said that the protected bicycle lane
felt safer. Four percent (4%) said that the level of safety
was unchanged, and 8% said it felt less safe.
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Many indicated that separation from vehicles
increased safety, citing a few reasons they would
otherwise feel unsafe such as aggressive drivers
and lack of protection for bicyclists traveling in
lanes along with vehicles. Some said it also
"took the stress out of riding."
However, there were still some concerns
for bicyclist safety, such as the presence of
pedestrians and other vehicles in the bicycle
lanes which created obstacles or blockages that
forced bicyclists into vehicular traffic. Some were also
concerned about the number of parking garage exits
that had cars turning across the bicycle lane, as well "We're a family of 6 and
love to bike, but otten
as motorists lack of attention to the bicycle lane.
hesitate to bike in Charlotte

Motorists
About 46% of motorists said the presence of
the bicycle lane demonstration project made
them feel less safe, 32% said the level of safety
was unchanged, and 22% said it was more safe.

Vehicles parked in two-way
bike lane, forcing cyclists
into oncoming traffic

"We love to ride our bicycles
but don't feel safe riding in a
unprotected bike lane as we are
only a text message or any other
distraction away from being taken out
by a car"
-Bicyclist
(from survey)

because of lack of places to
bike with our children and feel safe.
Having more protected bike lanes
throughout the city would help, not just
us, but MANY more people get out
and feel safe riding through this
beautiful city of ours!"

impacts on pedestrian safety
- 39% said the addition of the
- Terri
demonstration project made them
feel more safe, while 30.7% said the
Most of the concern from motorists revolved
level of safety was unchanged, and
around having to check for bicyclists before turning
21%
said
it
was
less
safe.
across the protected bicycle lane. Some of the concern
stemmed from motorists having to check for bicyclists
As most of the comments revolved around bicyclists
in two directions on a one-way street, which they might
and motorists, there were very few comments regarding
not expect, as well as looking for pedestrians. Other
pedestrian safety. However, some bicyclists indicated
comments included concerns over bicyclists not obeying
the modifications from the demonstration project
traffic laws, and that increased congestion might create
were made less safe for pedestrians and bicyclists when
more aggressive drivers and, therefore, an environment
pedestrians walked in the bicycle lane, or used the
that would be less safe for bicyclists.
bicycle lane to make mid-block crossings. Video showed
that a high number of pedestrians used the bicycle lane
Pedestrians
as an extended curb where they waited for pickup, or
Similar to opinions regarding
to cross the road. This creates obstacles within the
pedestrian
travel
times, "Severely clogged traffic making bicycle lane that are dangerous for bicyclists and
motorist less safe. Took away
respondents were generally
pedestrians alike.
parking making pedestrians unsafe
less concerned about the crossing the street in heavy traffic."
As it pertains to the permanent protected
- Pedestrian/motorist
bicycle lane project, pedestrians crossing the
(from survey)
bicycle lane could be alleviated through the
design process. In the demonstration project,
spacing between cones, hay bales, and plants allowed
pedestrians to cross the road. Though the design
process for the permanent protected bicycle lane has
Pedestrian
not started, it's possible that the barriers between bicycle
blocking the
lanes and vehicular travel lanes would have less spaces
bicycle lane
for pedestrians to make mid-block crossings.
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Parking
Methodology
Due to parking lane closures along the demonstration
project route, City staff also collected information
related to parking including parking space utilization,
revenue from parking spaces along the route, and
complaints related to parking. CDOT staff coordinated
with Park-It! the week prior to the demonstration
project to get an idea of how many spaces were
utilized and how much revenue was generated; staff
also obtained feedback from CharMeck 311, e-mails,
and phone calls.

sure why the lane was closed and believed it was for
construction purposes. Although some did use the
bicycle lane, they would have used the bicycle lane
more often throughout the week if they had known
what it was earlier in the week, and others who didn't
get a chance to use it said they would have liked to
have tested it out.

Analysis
During the week of the demonstration project, 105
on-street time-restricted parking spaces were closed
along 5th and 6th Streets. These parking spaces are only
open during off-peak times, such as on weekends and
during working hours during the week. According
to 2016 data from Park-It!, these parking spaces
generated almost $43,000 in annual revenue.

Other Observations
During and after the project, several other matters
were brought to City staff 's attention regarding the
bicycle lanes.

Plant Removal
Among these were costs related to removal of plants
- by the end of the demonstration project, two plants
were damaged and six were missing. In one instance,
video camera feeds at 6th Street and College Street
appear to show an individual picking up a plant and
getting into a car.

Awareness & Public Outreach
Through conversations with City staff, as well as e-mails
and survey responses, several residents indicated
that they were unaware of the demonstration project
until very late in the week, or after the project had
been completed. Some indicated that they were not
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